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Abstract

The objectives of this work are to evaluate the effects of thermal history corresponding to a blanket fabrication

process on Reduced Activation Ferritic/Martensitic steel (RAF/Ms) microstructure, and to establish appropriate Hot

Isostatic Pressing (HIP) conditions without degradation in the microstructures. One of RAF/Ms F82H and its modified

versions were investigated by metallurgical methods after isochronal heat treatments up to 1473 K simulating HIP

thermal history. Although conventional F82H showed significant grain growth after conventional solid HIP conditions,

F82H with 0.1 wt% tantalum maintained a fine grain structure after the same heat treatment. It is considered that the

grain coarsening was caused by dissolution of tantalum-carbide which immobilizes grain boundaries. On the other

hands, conventional RAF/Ms with coarse grains were recovered by post HIP normalizing at temperatures below the

TaC solvus temperature. This process can refine the grain size of F82H to more than ASTM grain size number 7.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Reduced activation ferritic/martensitic (RAF/M)

steels are the leading candidates for the first wall struc-

tural materials of breeding blankets [1]. A mechanical

properties database, including before and after neutron

irradiation, has been established [2]. Moreover, the

application techniques, such as joining and compatibil-

ity between coolant and the steel, have also been

developed [3,4]. The RAF/Ms are the tempered mar-

tensitic steels, their mechanical properties before and

after the irradiation depend strongly upon the thermal

history experienced during fabrication. Recently it was

reported that a certain tempering heat treatment sup-

presses the irradiation hardening of RAF/Ms.

The breeding blanket structure consists of walls

which contain cooling channels to remove the high heat

flux from the plasma [5]. Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP)
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bonding has been investigated as a practical fabrication

process to develop a near-net-shape structure. Because

of HIP is a solid state bonding process, the process re-

quires heating above temperatures that results in phase

transformation. However, the HIP process can cause

coarsening of Prior-Austenite-Grains (PAG) of in F82H

[6,7]. It is known that the ductile to brittle transition

temperature (DBTT) and the shift of DBTT can depend

upon the PAG size. The HIP process requires heating

above the normalizing temperature and the final

microstructural features depend upon the HIP process-

ing conditions. Therefore it is necessary to investigate

the effect of the thermal history corresponding to the

HIP process on the material properties of F82H. This

work presents the microstructural evolution caused by

thermal history, and identifies heat treatment conditions

to avoid microstructural change and recovery of the

thermally altered microstructure.
2. Experimental procedure

Materials used were Japanese RAF/Ms F82H steel.

The chemical compositions of the steels are presented in
ed.
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Table 1

Chemical composition of F82H steels (wt%)

C Si Mn S Cr W V Ta Ti N

F82H-IEA 0.090 0.07 0.10 0.0010 7.82 1.98 0.19 0.040 0.004 0.0070

F82H-TMCP 0.100 0.10 0.13 0.0007 8.01 1.96 0.19 0.052 0.004 0.0065

F82H+0.1%Ta 0.100 0.10 0.13 0.0010 8.16 1.94 0.20 0.092 <0.001 0.0017
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Table 1. F82H-IEA and F82H-TMCP heat have almost

the same compositions. However, the ASTM grain size

number of the IEA heat was 3 and that of TMCP was 8

[8]. TMCP heat was produced by a Thermo-Mechani-

cally-Controlled-Process, with the final roll temperature

was below 1223 K. This temperature was just above AC3,

where the temperature at which transformation of ferrite

into austenite is completed upon heating. Tantalum

carbide (TaC) is known to immobilize the PAG

boundary. The Ta-rich steel F82H+0.1%Ta, which has

a grain size number 9, was also used. The details of this

steel are reported elsewhere [9]. All steels are normalized

at 1313 K · 30 min and tempered at 1023 K· 60 min.

These steels were cut into 10· 10· 10 mm3 pieces

and heat treated in the a vacuum furnace to temperature

in the range 1213–1373 K for 2 h. The heating and

cooling rate was determined to be 400 K/s to simulate

HIP furnace conditions. After the heat treatment

microstructure were investigated by optical microscopy.

PAG sizes have been measured by the method described

in [8].
Fig. 1. Microstructure of F82H IEA heat
3. Results and discussions

3.1. Grain coarsening

The metallurgical features and ASTM grain size

number after heat treatment are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

As shown in these figures, all steels kept their original

grain size after heat treatment at the temperatures below

1273 K. Moreover the 0.1%Ta steel maintained a fine

grain size after heat treatment at 1313 K. However, the

others showed grain coarsening above 1273 K. All of

steels showed grain coarsening after heat treatment at

1373 K.

Although the IEA-heat and TMCP-heat has the same

chemical compositions and experienced the same ther-

mal history, the steels showed different grain size num-

bers after the same heat treatment at temperatures below

1373 K. These results imply that 1313 K, the conven-

tional normalizing temperature of F82H, cannot nor-

malize the grain size change caused by thermal and/or

mechanical processing.
after HIP simulating heat treatment.
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Fig. 2. ASTM grain size change induced by HIP simulating

heat treatment.
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The grain coarsening is believed to be proceeded by

dissolution at grain boundaries. Fig. 2 shows that the

threshold temperature of PAG coarsening depends on

Ta contents. TaC is the most stable carbide in F82H

steel. Tamura et al. determined the solubility of TaC in

F82H steel [10]. The TaC solvus curve calculated from

the solubility is presented in Fig. 3. As shown in this
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Fig. 3. TaC solvus temperature calculated from the solubility

product.

Fig. 4. Optical micrographs after homogenizing
figure, the TaC in conventional F82H with 0.05%Ta is

soluble at 1300 K and the TaC in F82H+0.1%Ta is

soluble at 1363 K. These solvus temperatures show good

agreement with the results of the isochronal heat treat-

ment test. Although HIP at 1273 K could avoid grain

coarsening, the bonding surface must be finished by fine

polishing to obtain good bonding properties.

3.2. Grain fining

Homogenizing, which dissolves precipitates and

normalizes the grain size for the two steels, requires

heating above 1373 K. However, the gamma to delta

ferrite transformation temperature is reported to be

>1473 K in F82H, so the homogenizing should be car-

ried out below 1473 K [11]. Normalizing around the

temperature at which transformation of ferrite into

austenite is completed upon heating, AC3 was also per-

formed to determine the heat treatment conditions to

obtain a fine grain size. Optical micrographs after

homogenizing and low-temperature normalizing are

shown in Fig. 4. As shown in this figure, although the

AC3 of F82H was reported to be 1173–1183 K [12], al-

pha-ferrite phase emerged after 1193 K normalization.

On the other hands, no ferrite phase was observed after

1203 K normalization and a fine grain (ASTM grain size

number 7) was kept after 1243 K normalization.

Therefore a HIP process to secure both good bond-

ing properties and grain size should be carried out

as follows: HIP at > 1373 K+Normalizing at < 1273

K+Tempering. Alternatively conventional HIP pro-

cessing using 0.1%Ta steel can also obtain these features.
4. Summary

To clarify the effect of thermal history on the met-

allurgical properties of F82H, metallurgical analysis on
following low-temperature normalizing.
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heat-treated steels has been carried out. The following

conclusions were obtained.

1. F82H showed grain coarsening after heat treatment

at temperatures where tantalum carbide dissolves.

Tantalum additions to F82H maintain fine grain sizes

after conventional HIP conditions.

2. A conventional normalizing temperature of 1313 K

was not enough to normalize the prior grain size of

F82H. To normalize the grain size homogenizing heat

treatments above 1373 K were required.

3. F82H with coarse grains were recovered by the

homogenizing the steel at 1473 K followed by low

temperature normalizing below 1273 K.

4. To obtain both bonding properties and fine grained

structures, the following thermal process is recom-

mended: HIP at > 1373 K+Normalizing at < 1273

K+Tempering.
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